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tEnrollment bolstered by
:record freshman class ·
By MICHAEL VILABOY
New• Stelf Writer

i For the first time in five years, the

rreshman class has shown a signifi,cant increase, up almost 10% over
ilast year. Although the final figures
will not be completely tabulated until the end ofthe month, Fr. Wheeler
iof the Registrar's office expects ap:proximately 420 freshmen enrolled,
!.up from the 389 figure of last year.
l One man who sees this as merely
lthe beginning of the utilization of
)Xavier's full potential to bring the
itotal undergraduate population up
ito the 2000 level of 1970 is Mr. Rene
,'A. Durand, Jr., the new Director of
Admissions and Recruiting at
(Xavier University, who took over'
;the post this past .July. Mr. Durand
~comes front Boston College where he
ihas spent the past fi.ve years as ttie
:associate director of Adm,issions.

l

Prior to that he had gotten his degree
at Boston College, and taught
courses at a parochial school in
Chicago.
Although. already havi.ng five
years tenure in a "very good pqsition" at Boston, Mr. Durand chose
to come to Cincinnati because "the
Xavier faculty is very dedicated to'
. learning, and the administrators are,
in general, dedicated to the well being and good of Xavier University
and its students."
What really impressed Mr.
Durand was the availability of excellent educational opportunities for .
all students. In addition to the HAD
and pre-med programs, Mr. Durand
expressed his delight to find the high
· quality of faculty at all levels of
learning. Mr. Durand feels that
·educators who care for and are
dedicated to the learning process are

what make Xavier "an institution of
good people."
In discussing this year's increase in
freshman enrollment, Mr. Durand
termed the increase "significant,"
although he expressed no-certainty
about any particular reason for the ·
increase. He did, however, mention
two things which he felt had a large
effect on enrollment: the economy
and the new .recruiting program..
According to Mr. Durand,
students are finding in the present
scarcity of jobs that business can
now afford to hire the most qualified
employees. Therefore, he continued,
students are more job-oriented in
their education and are seeking out
colleges. Mr. Durand used as
evidence the fact that while the total
college age population is less than

Just Can't Wait
Construction is under way on the PaulL. O'Connor,
S.J. Sports Center. The completion date for the
swimming pool is set for May [, 1976, but some eager
Muskies JUSt can't wait to get their feet wet.

Enrollment to page 8

New.frosh program strives\_... _·~
to integrate learning and li\li-~:Q>\~
.\

Bv RA 'V LEBOWSKI
N-• 518ft Writer

\A new look.
The rejuvenation of Brockman Hall as a community enivironment is an important part of the new Freshman Impact
[Program.
.
.
.
!

·:xavier has been in the black
Itor the past three years, but
jthe '75-76 year is . .
•t•

This fall Xavier has instituted a
new Freshman Impact Program,
designed to change Xavier's approach to incoming freshmen.
Under Freshmen Programs Coordinator Rick Hulefeld, a new
philosophy of orientation and integration into the Xavier scene has
been instituted, with enlarged staff,
increased activities, and a different
on the meaning of
··.-;,,.,.~.. ~" ·:for·· the ..· program. The
thrust of the program i·s basic, says·
Hulefeld: "It's to help people get
together ... give them a sense of
· belonging... using a very informal attitude."
Hulefeld's _staff members, both in
Brockman and Kuhlman Halls, werenot picked as .. police, but as caring

people." Steve Hayes is Brockman
Hall director; Doug McGrath
directs activities. The staff members
. are Tony Fletcher, Buddy Reed, Jim
Tobin, AI Bizub, Joe Dienger, and
Tom James. Barb Howard is the
senior woman staffer, with Peggy
Stratman, Mimi Keegan, Nancy
Burke, and Lenore Wolodzko as her
aides.
The philosophy of the program is
geared toward total learning-"to
integrate learning and living."
H ulefeld sees five basic needs that
tbe..program .. w.il.l try to meet:
"I) The hall resideiit ihei:ds to de~
velop pride in i'ts physical
appearance and responsibility for its
upkeep.
/
2) Freshmen need a .~oup that will
be responsive to them; they need to
be listened to and valued by their

By KIT A SCHOENFELD

I

New• Steff Writer

Xavier is currently· enjoying its
! third consecutive year of what Irvin
iF. Beumer, Vice-president of
I Business-Finance and Treasurer,
! t~rms a "moderate budget su.rplus."
~ The reported sum of suFplus for the
\' 74-75 fiscal year, which ended June
• 30, was $39,976. However, the com; bined effect of the past three years o(
budget surplus have not managed to
completely offset the million:dollar
deficit incurred in the four years
·previous to the 72-73 fiscal year.
Rev. R. W. Mulligan, S.J., University President, and Beumer both
approached discussion of the surplus
[-cautiously. pointing out that the size
of the surplus seems small in terms of
X a v ic•'s I 0!.-'2 million dollar
operating budget .. "It ·should be
viewed as a moderate surplus,"
Beumer moted. "but we should all be
· encouraged that ai}Y surplus was

I

achieved in a medium-sized
educational institution faced with inflation."
·
According to the two administrators a stable enrollment
pattern and increased support from
corporations, alumni and friends'
allowed Xavier to remain 'in the
black' this past year. This translates
to increased graduate enrollment,
the largest freshman class in six
years, a heightened response. to the
'15 summer sessions. and approximately $308.000 in unrestricted
gifts to cover operating expenses.
Also, in order to bring spending in
line with estimate income, four years
ago the Budget Committee was
revised and enlarged to include all
vice-presidents. and deans. plus
representatives of the faculty. In
Beumer's terms. thi~ group achiev.ed
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Do you
have a
Nose
for News?

·cTllC8 I

\

·-

Klingon starshlp approaching
Klingon~ are alive arid well and living on- the ihird
floor of Schmidt Hall. For the lowdown on computer Star Trek, the latest cult to hit Xa\•ier's campus, turn to the siory on page 7.

••

peers. They must ·hav~:irieain ...';!{ul~/
contact with oth~rs ofthe.opposite·sex and with others ·outside· their
peer group. ·
.•,,_ -.
3) University students need both to
feel a part of their society ... and to see
themselves as outside of it.
4) Freshmen students need the opportunity to imegrate the material
that they are encountering in their
studies.
5) A student needs the means by
which one can encounter the deepest
source of oneself."
Among the general objectives of
the program are the active involvement of the freshmen in im~
provements in Brockman and
Kuhlman, the increase of freshman
participation in volunteer projects,
the development of a sense of collec-

The Xal'ier Selt'S is holding a
mee'ting on Friday. Sept. 26 at I :30
P..m. for both present and prospective staff member~.
Present staff members are urged
to attend.
If you are not on the staff but
would like to be. if vou would like to
work in any aspe~t of newspaper
work. no malter how little time \'OU
have to give. please come to -the
meeting.
.The .\'eu·s is in need Jf:
•writers
•typists
•artists
•photographers
The .\'elt'S is especially in need of
artists and. pho!ographers.

,;i·E·If~rry

S . ePhe

Xavier News columnist

A paperback exchange shelf has been established in the Lower Level
Smoking Lounge of the McDonald Library. Students and faculty may
borrow the paperbacks for an unlimited period or may exchange them.
Since no time limit will be imposed on the borrower it will not be
necessary to check them out at the Circulation Desk.

• • •
Another insipid declaration from John Dean. one of the least interesting criminals of all-time: "Telling the truth is an extremely cleansing. happy way to live."
-Time. January 20. 1975

• • •
Xa\ier Universitv will present an Institute on the Bicentennial
directed bY Dr. Roger Fortin on five consecutive Saturdays beginning
September 27. The program will be conducted through a grant from
the George Gund Foundation of Cleveland as part of the Ohio College
Bicentennial Program. The Institute will be worth two or three credits
on either undergraduate or graduate levels. Professors of His tory from
Cleveland State University. Lehigh University. and Hofstra University. as well as· Dr. Fortin of Xavier will be featured speakers. Interested
students should Contact Dr. Fortin.

• • •
· ·Asked if he saw any parallels between his own futile attempts at a
cover-up and Watergate. Clifford Irving. instigator of the Howard
Hughes hoax. answered: "None at all. My motives were adventure.
literature. and money. not necessarily in that order. Their motives were
based on the extension. of a corrupt government."
· -International Herald Tribune. July 7. 1975

• • •
SENIORS- The career Planning and Placement Office will hold a
series of meetings for Seniors who wish to be informed of placement
services and career resources available to them this year. These
meetings are recommended for all Seniors and they are mandatory for
Seniors who wish to sign up for in:erviews this year. Visit the office immediately to find out the various times oft he meetings and to sign up.

• • •
Arrange~ents have been made through the McGrath Health Center
to provide flu shots again this year for those who are interested. One
shot is sufficient regardless of previous immunizations. The service
.charge is $~:5.0 per shot. Flu shots will be given from 9:00a.m. to 5:00
on weekdays .

. .P.ri·
.

'<:~

• • •

an'' October. 2, 1975, the O'Brian Seminar Series will present
··:;Bicentennial America and Rededication to Life." Dr. Roger Fortin of
Xavier and Dr. Robert Hartje of Wittenberg University will feature
talks and dialogue on the ideals of dedication to life held by the founding fathers of America. The program will take place at 8:00p.m. in the
University Center Theatre.

• • •
Tom Snyder. who is currently making $500,000 a year from his commentary on NBC news, describes the intellectual ingredients necessary
for the brewing and bottling of a TV genius: "I do have an ego," he
says. "but I'm the best at what I do because I talk good and I think good
on my feet."
-Newsweek, February 24, 1975

Sheehe's Guide to
Periodic Bibulosity·
With the start of a new school
year. I thought it would be a good
idea to write at least one column that
offended no one. Actually. that's
always been a good idea. and one
I've tried to accomplish before.
However. it just doesn't seem to
work.
Instead of writing a nonobjectionable column then. I opted.
instead. to write a useful one. After
five seconds of deliberation. it wasobvious to me that every thirsty
college age person could use a guide
to the area watering holes worth frequenting.
Naturally. the compiling of this
guide necessitated my personal in~
ve~tigatory involvement. Night after
night. my sense of duty drove me
from bar to bar. (One acquires this
sense of duty only after having been
"draughted.") Some spots were
good; others· were bett~r. Many
doubted my sincerity (I didn't mind
being carded for 21. but 18 really
hurt). 1 enjoyed them all. though.
Imagine my distress then when I
learned that the good people in Student Government had upstaged me
and assembled their own list of
"Good Ole College Pubs and Bars"
in their Camp Xavier information
handout. I must commend them for
what I know to be an exhaustingjob.
However, due to a few discrepancies
in their list and the rather brief summaries, I decided to print this list
anyway. Besides. I know that some
of you had to have "filed" that book
Camp Xavier in the circular openended floor file in the corner of your
rooms .
The following lineup of thirst

On September 26, 27 and 28, there
will be a Student Government
Workshop and Retreat. The
workshop will be held at theM ilford
farm beginning at 3:00 p.m. Friday
and ending on Sunday, with an optional Mass at 12:00 p.m.
Participating in the workshop will
be Student Senators, members of the
Afro American Student Assoeiation, the Executive Board (consisting of President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer of Student

Mick Noll's- · Located on the
grounds of the old Bavarian brewery
in Covington. Features five Brands
on tap (including Bud . and
Heine ken); a German rathskeller atmosphere: and a jukebox filled with
Polkas. German oom-pah-pah
dance hall music. and leer-jerking
Irish ballads. Irish nig~t on the last
Sunday of each month. This place is
new territory ripe for exploring.
MT. ADAMS
Yesterday's Old Time
Saloon-· Located at the corner of
Pavilion and St. Gregory. Nostalgic
decor and an oldies JUke box combine for a most enjoyable change of
pace. Cover charge covers your first
two brews.
Chapter XIII- Across from Yesterday's. Live entertainment and jum-

Senate) and the director of the Campus Activities Budget Board.
The theme of the workshopretreat is: How can we work
together? Paul Peterhans. stud.:r.t
government President, explains, "If
students want to affect change we
must learn to support and relate to·
one another at a level other than job
or position."
Objectives for the program inelude: Knowing and appreciating
one another at a deeper level, assess-

1
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XAVIER BOOK STORE
UNIVERSITY CENTER

ni~hts.

r------------·,
$33,500,000
1

rtiij!l

Sparkling chrome
accented by distinctive
barrel colors

CINCY AREA
The Mad HatterLocated on
Madison Road near Oakley Square.
The best dance lloor in town and
usually jumping. Special attraction
six nights (Tuesday through Sundav) a week. Wednesday is Drink 'n
Drown. but come early ifyou expec't
to get your money's worth. Free on
Tuesday with passes from other
nights.
·
ReflectionsSimilar to the
Hatter. but offers live entertainment.
Located on Vine and Calhoun by
U.C. Wednesday is Drink and
Drown here also. but they include all
the pizza you can eat as well. Fastpaced and loud. Free on Monday

Student Workshop in the Works

PAPER8MATE
~ "fralued

quenchers is hardly complete. but
should serve as a more than adequate introduction.

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103 ·

0 I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order - no cash, please.)
11 you w1sh to use your charae card,
please 1111 out approp~lat_e_ b_o•es below:

·
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o01tors and do not represent the views of the ad·
rmmstration. faculty. and student body of Xavier
.mless specifically stated.
The New• is published weekly during the school
1r:ar except during vacation and examination
~~rmods by Xavier University. Cincinnati. Ohm
~'>2'J7 Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. TheNewa

ping. but the narww confin~~ in,;t~e
for a permanent crowd. Cover. .
Cily View Tavem-H iddell. a":•~Y
on Oregon Avenue off Monastery.
Don't be discouraged by the humt,leloc\king storefront entrance: inside
awaits a real treat. The bar area is
small. the back porch even smaller.
However. the view from the.porch is
unparalleled for pure panorama. No
cover and prices are reasonable ..
McCarthy's Pub-A longtime personal lavonte ol thts wnter and
a traditional Xavier hangout. The
Irish Pub atmosphere is comfortable
in formal attire or jeans. The back
room is starting to gain a reputation
for Foosball prowess and the table is
possibly the best in Cincinnati.
LOCAL
Mother Tucker's Taver-There
was a time· when Tucker's was dismissed as the illegitimate offspring
of a wayward group of Brockman
freshmen: such is no longer the case.
The fruition of two and one half
years of planning and volunteer
labor. Tucker's doesn't have to take
a back stool any longer. It is now
open Friday afternoons (2-5) as well
as Monday (H-12). Wednesday (8-1),
and Fridav (8-2). This summer a new
sound sy~tem was installed and a
Games Room has been furnished
with Foosball.
Dana Gardens- What can you say
about a place that Xavier people
have· been calling "home" for 40
years? "Dana's" is without question
the most popular nightspot (or
dayspot) among the Muskies. Inexpensive drinks. the best Foosball
players in Cincinnati, 'lnd familiar
faces can always be found here. After
basketball gam;!s. after Tucker's,
after school, after lunch, after
anything; you've got to go "home"
sometime.

Ed1tors reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and limit frequent writers.
·
Main offices. first floor, University Center
Building. News·editorial telephone: (513) 745:l'i61 Advertising telephone: (513) 745-3431.
Editor-in-Chief ................ Stephen Bedell
Managing Editor ........... Mary Ann Buescher
Advisor ............................ John Gett
Business Manager ................. Jack Jeflre
Arts Editor ........................ Anita Buck

Sports Editor ...................... Tom Usher
Contributing Editor ..•..•..••....•.. Tom Flynn
Associate Editor .............. Joyce Schreiber
Photo Editor ....................... Pat Sayres
Make-Up Editor............. Bob Stegmoyer
Circulation Manager .......•......• Tom Lynch
Art Directors ................... Carol Jacober
Charles Fallon
Copy Editor ...............••.• Rila Schoenfeld
Columnists ....... Larry Sheehe. Fhannon Flynn,
Lisa Maechling

ing student needs and ways of
meeting them, how and why systems
work both in Student Government
and in the University in general. The
program stresses an informal, close
atmost-~here, sharing of readings and
their personal significance by the
participants.
The organizers of the workshop
have chosen the program and its ·
location in the hope that through
proyiding for one another's needs
the participimts will be able to work
together, and will carry this spirit of
co-operation with them into the
coming year.

Breen Lodge
Brown Bag
Lunch
Wednesday
Oct. 1, 1975

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160- ·
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.·
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., II 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
12131 477-8474

Our research pape15 are sold for
research purposes only.

Stall • ·. •· ... ·.Deborah Gaston. Gayle Stayton.·
Gordon Bartell. Ray Lebowski,SieveMoser Steve'
Cummings_. Marcia e1escia. Tim Ranagha~. Stan

Sau"'er,Mich~eiCoulter,CathyMcCallerty;Mary
N~enan •. Kev10 McGraw. Sue Stevenol, Mike

VI Iaboy. Fred Jorgensen. Mary Henkel, Kathy MeCormick. Steve Hart. Jack Franckhauser, Walter
Johnson. Steve Bechtold. Dirk Madrid. Mary
Knoedler. Mark Doyle
·

Xavlar Newa

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Art theatres: the unsung heroes of Cincy cinema
, I here are 'ome ~ad Iacts ol life
. hiti 'lti:.;( ha\t: to he accepted. and
one 1if the saddest to me is the tact
thaf there are a number of great
mbvies'that are overlooked hv most
of" the·· movie-going public." If all
those great executive-type minds in
Hollywood haven't been able to
figurc·out what makes one movie
"boffo at the box office" and. another
bomb out completely. then I'm sure I
can't figure it out. IT his is one of the
mysterious facts of life. as opposed
to the sad facts mentioned above.)
One thing I do know is that the
gent>ral manner of film distribution
and booking in Cincinnati is in bad
shape when large. first-run theatres
like the Showcase Cinemas feature
things like "Sidecar Racers" and
"Pardon My Blooper." Movies like
these are the reason that drive-ins
were invented. but maybe the Showcases plan to join the weekend lateshow movement and revive things
like "Death Race 2000" or "Candy
Stripe Nurses."
Mentioning weekend late· shows
brings me to my point, namely, that
there are first-class movies that never
got first-class attendance that can be
seen at the Esquire, Mt. Adams. and
Alpha theatres on Friday and Saturday nights. The prices are very
reasonable- a dollar at the Esquire, a
dollar. and a half. at the Mt. Adams,
and a dollar and a half for your first
time at the Alpha, after which you
get a card that gets you in tor a buck.

Resides having this advantage. the
Alpha also .~lmw.~ double features instead ofasinglemovie(although this
might seem to be a disadvantage to
people not willing to stay up till4:30
a.m. to sec a classic). Usually the
two films are related by having the
same star or director or belonging to
the same genre. Recently. they
featured Jack Nicholson in "Easy
Rider" and the neglected "King of
Marvin Gardens," which gave
Nicholson the chance to play· a
different type of role. an introverted
intellectual. and Bruce Dern the
chance ll·l expand beyond his
"weasel" type roles. Another recent
weekend featured two Sam Peckinpah films: "Straw Dogs," his second
best film. and "Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid." In "Garrett" Peckinpah
examines a character, namely Garrett. who is completely unlike his
usual heroes. who ar~ more like Billy
the outsider. Garrett has compromised his principles by siding
with the large cattle interests. He
tells one character that he "aims to
grow old along with this country."
James Coburn gives the performance of his career as he conveys the
self-hatred of Garrett. Also, it's appropriate that Bob Dylan made his
acting debut in this movie since a line
from one of his songs pretty will
sums up Garrett- "You just want to
be on the side· that's winning." But,
by winning, Garrett loses, which is
exactly the sort of too neat turn-

ahout you would e.xpect. hut
Peckinpah m;tkc!> it .~cern lor real.
l.atcly it seems like the Es4uire has
hecn neglecting its "midnight
specials." although this past
weekend they showed Ken Russell's
"The Devils," possibly hecausc his
popular version of "Tommy" has
revived interest in 1his bizarre director.
Interest in a director's big hit.
namely. "Nashville." is probably
also the reason behind the recent
revival of Robert Altman's "Thieves
Like Us" at the Mt. Adams. The only
time this incredible movie had been
shown in Cincinnlati before had
been for one week (or maybe less)
back in .June of 1975, and after seeing it a second time, it's even harder
to figure out why it wasn't seen by
many people. With this film, Altman
once again showed himself to be the
best observer of people, especially
the 4uirky type, in American movies.
Bowie. T-Dub. and Chicamaw, the
three bank robbers who are the
"Thieves" of the title, concern
themselves with other matters to
keep their minds off the fact that the
law will eventually catch up with
them. When an account of one of
their robberies is in the paper, TDub (Bert Remsen) and Chicamaw
(John Schuck) get more upset about
the nicknames used for them in the
story than they are about the
possibility of being caught.
Chicamaw objects. to the nickname.

"'I ommy <iun" because he ~ay~ he
onlv had one in hi~ hands once and
nev~r ..:vcn g•1t to lire it. ·1-Duh gets
angry hccausc he is rcrerred to as
"I hree-Toed." His attitude seems to
he that there arc some things about a
man that you don't have to let out to
the general public. It's all right with
him to mention his rohberies in
print hut don't go bringing up
deformities that a man can't help
Howie (Keith Carradine), the
young country boy not as experienced as the other two in criminal affairs. is more developed in his covering t•p of the main concern of any
crook. Howie desperately wants to
lead. a "normal" life, hut he reali1.es
it's impossible. He was talked into hi~
first crime at 16 and is now cut off
from his family. He takes his comforts where he can; for example, he
uses a stray dog for a blanket when
he has to spend a night out in the
cold. Then, when the source comfort disappears, (the dog wanders off

shortly alter Bowie gets to town with
".~orne redneck in a pickup truck"),
he tries not to care and does a pretty
good joh of it. His desire for a normal life becomes really desperate
when he falls in love with Keechie
(Shelly Duvall), a small town girl
who's never even had a boyfriend to
walk her to church. Howie tells her
that she's made him realize what it is
that makes a man settle down and
"swing a lunch pail." Altman uses
an old 4Uilt that they carry around
with them as a symbol of their desire
for something constant. Then,
ironically, at the end, Bowie'scorpse
is carried out of the cahin where he
was ambushed ·hy the police in this
same 4uilt.
So, give these places a try; you
might come away thinking that some
of the films they show deserve to be
called turkeys; then again, you might
discover your own private masterpiece.
-Mark Doyle

Brahms stars in Symphony premiere
The Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra opened its 8Jst season, under the baton of Maestro Thomas
·Schippers, with an important
musical event. Concertgoers were in
for .two treats, one of which, the
Clementi Symphony No. 4, was an
American premiere. Muzio Clementi wrote many symphonic works during the last 30 years of his life, but
they were lost after tiis death in 1832.
However, Italian scholar Piedro
Spada has compiled the complete
symphonies by studying surviving
autographs and other fragments.
(The complete symphonies are soon
to be published.) The 4th symphony
provided a rare treat for opening
night. The work is ambitious in subject, which reminds one of Brahms's
mature works, especially the B-flat
concerto and his 4th symphony. A
rhythmic lyricism pervades, but the
symphony is not merely lighthearted
or whimsical. On the contrary; it is
well unified, contrasting many
themes and incorporating short
episodes and fragments into a large,
moving finale of great orchestral
strenth and beauty. I could not help
thinking of this work as some dusty
antique, tucked quietly away,
waiting to be discovered and polished for the enjoyment of many
audiences.
·
The second work on the program,
Brahms's Piano Concerto No. 2, enjoyed instant success from its debut
to the present day. After his first
piano concerto met. with failure in
the late 1850's, he neglectcd.theform
for about 20 years. The B-flat concerto was started. in 1878 and took 3
years to complete. (It is interesting to

note that he also started his famous
beard in 1878.)
The work is a masterpiece.
Brahms inserted the scherzo as the
second movement, giving the work
four instead of the customary three.
Asked to explain this unusual make-

up he remarked that the first movement was too "simpel" (plain) and
that "he needed something strong
and passionate before the equally
simple andante." There are other oddities about this work, the most
Brahms to page 8
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~ ~or a very fast and deadly sho~t

"-1)

mg method, set' up the ball w1th
the shooter in backswing position. Then,
by positioning the ball along the foot of
the shooter as shown, you can fire in any
direction with only one wrist movement.
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Why walk around
when you can Horse around?
Get a Horse: A SoJex Horse,
the bicycle with horsepower.
A Horse gives you up to 200 mpg.
A Horse gets you around school
at a scholarly 20 mph.
And a. Horse costs only $319 ~
Get a Horse!

.: :

......

....

(11)

Pass back occasionally and shoot quickly from the middle line. This
surprises your opponent ( s) and makes
more of the goal visible.

~

Practice bank shots from the middle and halfback positions using
t.he shooting method described in # 1. This
is an unbelievably
·
slick shot.

AND THEN ...

PRACTICE
UP WHERE
HASSAN MOTORS; INC.
3813 Mont&omery Road
C_incinnati. Ohio 45212
531 5500

10% OFF

on all service and parts to
X.U. studentS and faculty
with Identification cards.
Ttiurlday . .Sepl..,.,ber, -11175

•.. v.o)~ 1.t•.t: f

\

/

YOU SEE
TillS SIGN.

MONTGOMERY CYCLERY. INC. HAMILTON CYCLERY
5000 Glenway Ave.
1003 Eaton Avenue
Cincinnati. Ohio
Hamilton. Ohio
9449 Montgomery Rd.
Cincinnati. Ohio.
241 W. McMillan-Opp. U.C.
Cincinnati. Ohio
6402 Madison Road
Cincinnati. Ohio

BEECHMONT SCHWINN CYCLERY
2131 Beechmont Avenue
Cincinnati. Ohio
BEE ZEE SPRINGDALE BIKES
11582 Springfield Pik~
' Cincinnati. Ohio

.. ..
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~subway

Series" flops

This was supposed to be the year very easily: their pitching folded.
for the Subway Series in the Big Ap- When Roy McMillan took over old
ple, New York City. The Yanks ob- friendly Yogi Berra. he made the
tained "The Catfish" and Bobby same mistake Berra had made in past
Bonds, while the Mets were years, in that he went to a 3-man
predictl'd by New York writers to rotation. Tom Seaver pitched adwin the National league on the mirably, but finished few ballgames,
strength of their pitching. It all as his arm began to feel like it was hit
sounded so good to Dick Young and by a steamroller. Jon Matlack. and
his fellow New York writers, because Jerry Koosman. couldn't cope with

be pinpointed on the pathetic efforts
of Pat Dobson, Sparky Lyle, and
Doc Medich. If it wasn't for Thurmon Munson and the charge of Catfish Hunter, the Yanks might have
finished in 5th.
In the past, if"The City" met with
failure during the baseball season,
they could always point to New York.
excellence 'in another sport, such as
the Knicks, Nets, or Jets. Now they
can't even do that. The Knicks had
their worst season since Manhattan
was bought from the Indians. Dr. J.
was super this year, but the Nets
weren't. Joe Namath led the Jets to
six wins in a row, but their final mark
Xavier News sports column
was 7-7. Oh yes, the New York
Giants under Bill Arnsparger,
Miami's defensive genius, went 2-12
New York is the best city in the U.S., the short rest between starts, and las! year. Hockey provided the only
and it only seemed right that they'd both turned to ragarm pitchers the relief "The City" had this year from
losing, when the Islanders snuck into
produce the Number One Ball last month.
The Yankee failure is much more the playoffs without an invitation.
Clubs.
As we all know, however, the Mets complicated, and has many sides, And who are the New York
reside in 4th Place, while the depending on who you listen to. Rangers?
Yankees are struggling along in 3rd, Even Paul Shaffery, Xavier's student
New York sports writers won't
and could be overtaken by the In- mailman and local rowdy from change, no matter what. They'll still
dians. The only difference in the "Jersey," has a version. Sure Ron predict their teams for excellence,
clubs was that the Mets were still in Blomberg, Lou Piniella, and Elliot and they'll still vote only for their
the chase in mid-August, while the Maddox sustained injuries, but let's Met players when All Star balloting
Yankees were never really in it. The not cry about it. lt~s.part of the game. comes around. So goes life in ..The
flop of the Mets can be summarized
The real truth behind their fall can City."

Ush on Sports

-Trivia

The amwer.f appear on Pa~e 8.

I. Name the Nl pitcher who led the league in strikeouts in 1974:

a) Andy Messersmith: b) Steve Carlton
c) Jon Matlack d) Phil Niekro.
2. Who led all Nl pitchers in most shutouts pitched during 1974:
a) Phil Niekro b) Buzz Capra
c) Jon Matlack d) Don Wilson
.
3. Who was the top hitter in the 1974 NL championship playoffs:
a) Ron Cey b) W.iilie Stargell
c) AI Oliver d) Steve Garvey
4. Which NL team in 1974 had 2 oftheirstarting pitchers rated 1st and
2nd among all Nl pitchers for the ERA title:
a) Braves b) Dodgers
c) Reds d) Clubs. .
5. Name the slugger who led the Minnesota Twins in home runs. in
1974:
a) Bobby Darwin b) Harmon Killebrew
c) Larry Hisle d) Tony Oliva
6. Which NL team had the fewest stolen bases during the 1974season:
a) Orioles b) Tigers.
c) Expos d) Mets
7. In 1974 while hurling a no-hitter, this pitcher was pulled for a pinch
hitter in the 8th inning. Who was he: ·
a) Jon Matlack b) Don Wilson
c) Andy Messersmith d) Don Sutton
8. Who led Jhe Milwaukee Brewers in batting in 1974:
a) Don Money b) Robin Yount
c) George Scott d) Bill Sharp.
9. Who led led the Chicago Cubs in batting in 1974:
a) Billy Williams b) Rick Monday
c) Jose Cardenal d) Bill Madlock
IO.Name the Houston Astros player who led his team in 1974 in hits
(185), average (314), and fewest errors (2):
a) Bob Watson b) Cesar Cedeno
c)
Gross d) Enos Cabell.

In the Freshmen vs. Upperclassmen . Tug-of-War Contest, sponsored by the IntraMural Dept., the Brockman
rookies vanquished all comers.
The titanic struggle ended in a
frenzied ball/e. cry that can still
be heard.
·

LOW AUTO RATE
call

ART HAUSER
INSURANCE,

INc.·

Light and refreshing•••pare grain Hudepohl Beer
yoa'll newer forget the taste.

Art Hauser,
Xa\l'ier, '54 .,:

871-009

In the la.~t.flve minutes of the game the Walsh hooters scored again to seal the Musketeers'fate at O-J. The Muskie
team now has a 0-2 record.
·

The Boot
Have you ever heard the quote, "a
little knowledge is dangerous"? Well,
this year's Musketeer booters could
be just that-dangerous.
After coming off a respectable 5-7
record in their initial season, the
M uskies are ready to face the
challenge of their second season.
This year promises to contain a
few surprises that weren't readily
visible in theM uskie attack last year.
Coach l'ob McKinney has done an
excellent job of recruiting some of
the best high school talent in the

rWHAT'S

DOINGt
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
A.A.S.A. meeting, Theatre, University Center, 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Sigma Nu general meeting,
University Center, I :30 p.m.
Xavier News Staff meeting, News office,' University Center, 1:30 p.m.
·sATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Dad's Day, Terrace Room, University Center, 1-4:30 p.m.
"Alumni," Faculty Guest Room,
12:30 p.m.
Wilniington vs. Xavier soccer game,
2:00 p.m. at Xavier. ·
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
Scholars Meeting, Terrace Room, 35 p.m.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Career Placement, OKI Room, University Center, 8:30-9:30 a.m. and
4:00-5:00 p.m.
Pr~Law meeting, OKI Room, University Ce':'ter, I :30 p.m.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
Career Placement, OKI Room, University Center, 9:30-IO:JO.a.m. and
7:30-8:30 p.m.
Delta. SlJIIIa Pi meeting, Cash
Room, 2-5 p.m.

soccer Musketeers Jearn the
hard way, white-Walshed 3-o·
state.
McKinney has lured to Xavier
four all-starters in Brian Robertson,
Tom Stevens, Joe Giesting, and
Steve Benjamin. These men should
provide the scoring punch needed in
the Muskie attack, though it will just
take time for them to fit into the
"Xavier System." Couple a year of
experien-;e with the all-state talent
and Xavier is going to spell Trouble
for the opposition.
·
Sound easy? Not so, soccer fans!
Not with the likes of nationally-

ranked University of Missouri-St.
Louis (U MSL) and Cleveland State
on our·schedule.
If you will recall, U MSL trounced
the Muskies last year to the tune of
12-2 on the victor's field. In Xavier's
first meeting with Cleveland State,
played September 16, the Vikings
rolled to a 10-0 victory. In that game
McKinney had a chance to see what
he has to work with this year. Experience and getting his players to
work together with the system are
the keys.
Boot to page 8

SUN BRIGHT
CHILI
Carryout Menu
12 oz. 16 oz.
CHILl PLAIN .......................................... 51.05 51.40
CHILl BEANS .......................................... 1.85
1.40
Z WAY (CHILl AND SPAGHETTI) .........................90
1.15
1.40
3 WAY (CHILl, SPAGHETTI AND CHEESE) ............. 1.15
1.50
4 WAY (CHILl, SPAGHETTI, CHEESE AND ONION ...... 1.20
5 WAY (CHILl, SPAGHETTI, CHEESE, ONIONS, BEANS~. t.Z5
1.60
.40
CONEY ISLAND . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CONEY ISLAND WITH CHEESE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.50
CHILl SANDWICH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.40

Now at Your Door Step

Norwood Plaza Shopping
Center
S minutes from all Xavier dorms

CALL 631-2506

DO YOUR OWN DIAMOND THING
WITH THE SHAPE
THAT'S BEST FOR YOU
There are almost as many diamond shap.es as
girl shapes. That doesn't mean pear shaped girls
should have pear shape diamonds. But the form you
choose should conform to your kind of life.
Let us show you brilliants, emerald cuts, ovals, etc.
Touch them. Try them on. Until you find
lhe diamond that fits you best.
PEAR SHAPE
113 car 1 5250 1/2 carat 399
DIAMONDS
a
1 carat 799

•
-ro ALL
J.A /IER

ST'JDENTS

"@f'f'
·::enter

605 Race Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

tei: 621-0704

TN8

.,•.
MAD

STUDENT
. CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

C

FREE PASS
Good any night
exceptVVednesday
thru Sept. 30, 1975.
3225 Madison Rd.
2 I.D.'s required

--------------------~---------

SUNDAY ... LADIES FREE
TUESDAY ••• $1.00
admission or free with pass from any
other ·night.

WEDNESDAY ... ADMISSION
covers cost of beer and soft drinks

Your order will be ready when you call for it.

Sugflr

THURSDAY ... QUARTER NITE

·'n Spice

Reading Road at Victory Parkway

start the weekend early. $1.00 admission
at door

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

OPEN EVERY DAy· OF THE WEEK
FOR·YOUR DINING PLEASURE

START OF A WILD
WEEKEND

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR.
:COMPLETE DJNNERS

10 minutes from Xavier campus

.

.

DROP IN AFTER-THE MOVIE
OR AFTER THAT LATE
WEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S .FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY.NOT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.
Thurlda~.

-~~

Sepltmbr 25, 11175

3225 Madison Rd •
east of Oakley Square

2 I.D.'s REQUIRED
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The little paper that could
Supermen we are not.
The Xavier New~· is not capable of singlehandedly running around
campus busting evil in the chops. fighting for the little guy. stripping
the pants off phonies. and generally sl,aking hell out of the establish·
ment.
For though we are powerful feisty for our size. the News. after all. is
only a little newspaper. And although we want to play with the big
boys. we can't do it without help. NOW. we promise to do all we can to
"enrich the process of rational inquiry and "act as a constructive
agent in affecting positive change" here on campus.
After that. it's up to responsible student leaders and administrators
to respond to the need for reforms as indicated here in the News.
Otherwise. all the rhetoric in this and subsequent issues are just the
hollow rumblings across the editorial page of a paper King Kong
beating on his hairy chest. In which case. you might as well use the
News to paper your bird cage or wrap dead fish.
But if Xavier people - that's you- do respond to our challenge.
we could collectively attack problems at their source. We could strike
fear in evil hearts. Give the tremble to fat cats. Shake the rafters. All
that stuff.
And we would be the little newspaper that could.

~inion

Gidget Goes to College
I don't feel so good.In a minute I'm going to have to tell you what I
think of the censorship Fr. Mulligan has imposed on the Xavier News
against the recommendations of the Publications Committee. the
editors. and the faculty, and in the best interests of no one but Fr.
Mulligan.
Offending Fr. Mulligan doesn't make me feel terrible -I don't
think he really likes me anyway-but there are innocent people involved.
One reason I feel rotten. is because of Mr. Rod Shearer, VicePresident of Student Development at XU. Mr. Shearer is a very nice,
neighborly person. But he was acting on Fr. Mulligan's behalf in the
censorship issue, and what I'm about to say may reflect on his ability
to take a firm and independent stand. Then there is Mrs. Phenix, Fr.
Mulligan's secretary. I like Mrs. Phenix, and after this editorial is
printed I undoubtedly will not be abl~ to sit comfortably in her office
ever again.
·
But probably the worst consequence is that I will have to miss the
next beer and chips bash at Schott Hall, Fr. Mulligan's residence.
And that almost brings a tear to my eye because I love parties. Such is
the cost of journalism.
Fr. Mulligan, for those who have just arrived at Camp Xavier, is
the oft-heard of but little-seen presidentof our university-an institution which exists for the "transmission of knowledge and the pursuit
of truth."
That's a laugh.
In May, 1973, a dispute arose over a naughty word which appeared
in the Athenaeum, Xavier's literary magazine. The Publications
Committee voted 6-3-J.to release the Athenaeum without alteration.
Fr. Mulligan, indifferent to the literary context of the word and considering it personally offensive, reversed the decision of the committee and had the page torn out of the Athenaeum.
Again, in October of 1973, Fr. Fleck, a Jesuit teaching theology at
Xavier, put up flyers around campus advertising a discussion and
slide presentation concerning venereal disease which was to be held
on campus. Aghast, Fr. Mulligan had the flyers torn down, despite
the protests of students and other Jesuits.
This summer while the students were away, Fr. Mulligan was at it
again. The editors of the Xavier News had been in thepracticeofsending the Xavier News to the parents of undergraduates from out-oftown. Furthermore, last May, the Publications Committee endorsed

~tudent

slams

Profs book
•
prices

etters
..P811~·6
.,._..,

..•

chiss would only cover I I 3 of the
material in the text. I consider this to
be an enormous waste to all parties
concerned. I hope that in the future
our professors will hear the 'cries of
money-troubled students and write
their textbooks accordingly.

I am a senior majoring in
Marketing,: and completing my
Name Withheld Upon Request
education has made being in debt a
way of life. Like others at X. U., I'm
paying about .$3400 per year for tuition, room, board,' and fees. You
would think that if we are paying
that much to go here, we could get a
break at the bookstore. Fat chance!
Because of my major, I am required to take "Principles of Data
Processing" (IS 100). The books for
You may soon walk by the
this course cost $20.25 (plus tax),
with the major textbook for the McGrath Health Center and look at
course costing $15.75. The author of the eager faces anxiously and
this book is our own Chairman of . hungrily gazing at the sign that says:
the Department of Management and Blood Donors Needed, $15. No one
Industrial Relations, Dr. Robert J. needs to be reminded that money is
Thiesauf. Remembering that this tight. Here at Xavier there.are many
book cost $15.75,1 was astonished to wasy to beat the economic crunch.
hear from my instructor that the They are commonly known as

Financial Aid
Office bungles
students' requests

this policy by a 6-1-1 vote. However. Fr. Mulligan--he's such a
harried man. you know-was getting annoyed at trying to explain to
out-of-town alumni and parents how it was that the Xa\•ier Ne11·s'
reportage of campus events failed to square with the PR office's
sugar-coated. filtered-down. Beach-blanket-bingo presentation of
Xavier. So. canyouguesswhat Fr. Mulligan'sasnwerwas'? Right! He
reversed the Publications Committee's decision and decreed that the
Xavier News must not be sent off-campus as it had been.
Now don't get me wrong. I don't dislike Fr. 'Mulligan. In fact. I
think we should all feel sorrv for him. for two reasons. You see.
Father suffers under the belief that this "transmission of knowledge
and pursuit of truth" business is only to be enjoyed in the classroom
by us kiddies. As a result. Father deprives himself, the alumni. and
our parents of the fun of knowing what's realfr happening here on
campus. Poor old folks, they don't know what they're missing-this
"pursuit of truth" stuff can· be exciting: Secondly. we should pity Fr.
Mulligan because he suffers from the notorious "G id~et Goes to
College' Syndrome that often preys upon older administrators. The
symptoms are subtle but pervasive. It starts with the hallucination
that the less parents and alumni hear of Xavier's free commerce of
ideas, controversy, and self-criticism. the better.

It seems that as a result of these hallucinations, Fr. Mulligan and
other administrators come to believe, and want others to believe, that
Xavier is a 9-nionth ~reek Week, a never-ending round of sports,
parties, and weenie roasts, a citadel secure from the encroachments of.
free thoht. Yes, parents, Xavier is a safe place to send your Gidgey
and your Moondoggies. The goldfish and phone booths are even included free of charge.
In all fairness, I must say one thing for Fr. Mulligan. He is a·charming Irish gentleman with a grand sense of humor and an easy-going
manner. But since Fr. Mulligan is so easy-going, you may wonder
why he supresses the free expression of student opinion, and is so indifferent to students' rights? You will only conclude, as I did, that Fr.
Mulligan either thinks the students have nothing to say for
themselves, is trying to hide the Xavier students from Xavier alumni,
or thinks we'd sit still for anything because we're pretty dumb.
. Personally~ I go for the latter theory. If this policy and others lik.e
it continue, it will show that Fr. Mulligan is absolutely right-we all
· are a bunch of clods.
Oh well, maybe Fr. Nieporte will be my friend.

scholarships, grants, loans, and the disregard for confidentiality . of
college work-study program. The financial stituations, and a pointed
type of aid that most directly-effects pattern of dehumanization tend to
the university students as a whole is add to the already difficult position
the work-study program. Despite of requesting aid.
While filling out a Joan paper for
the excellent leadership provided by
the directors of the Student Finan- me, the confidential figures of my
cial Aid Office, the office staff inade- family income was said loud enough
quately meets the needs of the to be heard by those in the outer of- .
students. This is not due solely to the flee. I personally do not approve .of
availability· of funds and jobs, but to such confidential matters being dis~
the gross mismanagement of the cussed out loud. Her negligence also
resources and the belittling attitude resulted in a misrepresentation of the
of the woman in particular who facts. as she listed my graduation
usually deals directly with the date as 1979 instead of 1978 on th'e.
students in need .of aid. .Isolated ~arne loan application. I have found
cases of encountermg a bnck wall that others have shared similar exwhen dealing with the Financial Aid · periences.
·
..
Offi~e .could e~sily be overlooked,
Students are tired of being bled
but· at. as becommg too com.mon ~n (emotionally) by the mathematician
experaen.ce o~ campus. Thas offace of the financial Aid Office-at least
exasts pnmanly for the welfare ofthe at McGrath there's a $15 compensastudents and. therefore, should be tion.
·
staffed with people who are.
sympatheti~ to and appreciative of
Roeeina Stellata~~
students' financial'difficulties. Common experiences of disorganization.
•
c·.fr ,,·~
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··Plans that go wrong
or Mein (:amp ~
By Tom Flynn
.If you liked high school, you'll love Xavier.

-

Denni.~

Ferry.

Cia.,·.~ 1~1'

'7H

1975 has been a year of spectacular change
at Xavier. Freshmen only in Brockman. a new
Dean of Women. no more Tom Stahl,llat-ratc
tuition, Housing trying to enforce the Dormitory handbook as written-even Tony
Brueneman escaping from the Fieldhouse and
setting up housekeeping in the University
·
Center.
So with all these flashy changes, maybe you
weren't paying attention at Registration when
a real live Student Government Official (or
. duly selected surrogate thereoO handed you a
thick manila enveiope full of information.
Yo~ should have paid attention. It
represented both the best and the worst things
. to happen around Xavier in two years or
more.
On the good side, this packet represents the
first time in recorded history that a Xavier
Student Body Presidential Candidate has kept

a camp;ugn promi~e. President l'aul
l'cterhans and V.P. Heth Younger prorni~ed
every Muskie a comprehensive unilimn guidl:
111 Xavier and the ('incinnati metro area.
free and here it is! If nnlv I could have had
one of these wllen I was- a freshman. The
packet· is su comprehensive. so smoothly
produced. so suundly designed.· that I cuuld
hardy hclicvc it was produced at Xavier University.
It's tnu good to he true. I thought as I
thumhcd through it. Xavier productions just
don't ~~~ that smoothly . .\'ot11t'thin~ must he
wrong with it. It couldn't he that perfect.
Somehoc~l' must have gooft.od up somewhere.
I was right. of course it's hard to he wrong
when you expect the worst. True to form.
somethin~ was, and it wasn't. and .wmehmlr
had.
·
You sec, after Petie and Beth had completed
this mammoth undertaking after they had
ingeniously designed graphics, painstakingly
contacted information sources. lovingly
arranged leaflets inside the crisp new
envelopes --after approaching closer to
perfection than any program producer at
Xavier has managed in years ... they went off
and named the packet.
To be precise, they named it ... "Camp
Xavier."
How ·picturesque: scrubbed, bright-eyed
freshmen standing in rows in their sweatsocks, their name tags glinting brightly in the
morning sun, showing off Pepsodent smiles as
Doug McGrath blows his whistle and an·nounces the day's fun schedule of ice cream
socials, canoe-rowing contests. and sundry
arts and crafts-all activities, of course, to be
suspended promptly at seven-thirty so the little darlings can dash off a postcard toM om my
t:nd Daddy before lights-out. It can't be for
real ... or can it?
Not only is it for real, but it's only the beginning. "Camp Xavier" will be the underlying

thl:ml: ol every earnpu~ al:t 1v1ty !'-.ttulcnl
(iovernment can gel it' hand~ on. Wl:'ll have
Camp Xavier partie,. <'amp Xavil:r d;mcl:~.
Camp Xavier contesh ... whal·~ next.< ·amp
Xavier 'I -~hirts'!
As a matter ol tact. th;lt'~ I'XCJI't~r what'~
next. Student ( iovernment has designed and
ordered enough l'amp Xavier ·1 -shirb to
equip every Muskie who really wants to wear a
thing like that on his chest. 'I hcv'll he availahle
in the ilt:ar future.
·
Why "Camp Xavier'!" Why not "The Xavier
Experience'!" Why not "Muskie Misadventure'!" Why not "Loyola ol the tJppc;rSouth'!"
In an era when Xavier's critics point to the
juvenile aspects of so many facets of Xavier
life ... Why Camp Xavit•r? Is Petie trying to
cure alcoholism on campus hy keeping us so
husy making wallets, short-sheeting our RA's
hcds. and halancing huckcts of water inside
Father Mulligan's door that we won't have
time to get to a har'!.

More likely, Petie and Ms .. Younger were
searching for some ubiquitous symbol, a
whimsical image behind which our students
could unite after the divisiveness of last spring .
In all likelihood it was only cruel !Jlischance
that kept our Student Government leaders
from realizing that the "summer camp" image
is the worst possible choice on a campus where
the · lack of maturity underlies so many
problems as it is.
·The Student Senate, commendably, saw the
problem clear as day.-ln fact, when P~terhans

ma1led

Senator a letter ask mg lor
on the"( ·amp Xavier" logo. the majority ol the Senators lound the whole
proposal so ric.Jiculous that they never
hotherec.J to respond. This is regretlilhle, sint:e
it allowed the planning stall to dismiss the few
negative comments that did come in, In the
hcliel that ·the general Senate apathy
represented some kind of Silent Majority
phenomenon.
.Iulie 0'1 )onoghuc was one Senator who did
make her feelings known. "Thc'Camp Xavier'
idea left the whole packet feeling too light ... I
thought they should approach it more seriously." .
Rich Russo is another Senator who
deplores the "Camp Xavier" image as well. "I
didn't come to college for four years to go to
camp."
Senator Tom Madigan summed up the
general objection to the "Camp Xavier"
program when he ohserved that "Xavier
. students don't take school as seriously as they
should as it is, without anybody forcing a
'play' attitude down their throats."
Class of'77 V.l'. Charley Bentley recalls his
first look at the packet: "We came back
laughing. We asked each other, 'where are the
counselors'!' and 'when's shuffleboard'r" Tom
Bertone, who returned to X.U. as a Junior
after three semesters' absence, found the
whole "new look" of Xavier "kin<J of juvenile."
That's exactly what "Camp :·~avier" is ... a
juvenile approach. And juveniles are never going to solve the very real problems facing
Xavier University ... not in a "summer camp"
atmosphere where. nothing matters and
everybody's assured of getting a prize. To
some degree, the damage is done, and we
.started the year looking like idiots ... but the
whole year is not a total loss.
There's still time to close "Camp Xavier"
and pack up to go to school. That, after all, is
where college students ~elong.
l''ICh

opinion~

Jtr.Presldent--r----------------,--------------~-r--------------------------------RO\J, ;'vr
l:lEEN HERDING
r.1;:., 'CAMP XAVIEH' PACKAGE-;
ABOUT THE LITTLE
~r·

PEOPLE!

YES ROD-WHAT'S THIS
ABOUT STUDENTS LIVING ON
CAMPU5-A.!"D THAT WE HAVE WOMEN
~J
IN DORMITORIES AS
' " " ' / WELL!

.

..-"'"'THE WHO, MR.

(JF (f)UkSE. I

rNEV/

ABrJIJT

GEE-1 HOPE THEY'RE NOT
EATIWj cJ"OGETHER. TOO!

IT I

I Wfo'l TU'JT CHE(i".ING TO SEE f.F
Y'JU wERE Oil YOUR TOES !

t. / .

-,

TS BEEN LIKE '
HAT FOR YEAR~
MR. PRESIDENT.

\~~'-~..OP.RESIDENT?

----------thursday's people----------

" Open the pod bay doors,
Its warp engines straining to main- . Corporation (DEC) PDP 11/45
tain relativistic velocity, the Enter- timesharing computer system.
We have been observing a member
prise ~heels in space. Klingon
torpedos expend themselves against of the peculiar species know as Comthe starship's shields in .ther- puter Gamesters (Messaroundis
monuclear futility. Quickly, the Honeywellis): a small, intimate,
dynamic Captain orders a photon close-knit, and marginally untorpedo attack. Deep·in the bowels balanced coterie of far-out fanatics
of the Enterprise, three deadly torps who get th~ir kicks spen~i~g long
are primed with carefully-measured
quantities of anti-matter: _exactly
one for each opposing Klingon.
His fingers dancing over the console faster than Denebian slimedwarfs during a total eclipse, the ·
Captain gives the torpedoes their
trajectories. One by one, the
torpedoes are fired.
The first Klingon blossoms into · · · It's never- ending mission ...
. fiery brilliance, its death throes
spewing radio luminescent molecules hours in front of a Consul 580 terand sundry stripped particles across minal, playing poker and drawing
three star systems. The second pictures of Snoopy vs. the Red
follows immediately as it too sur- Baron and fighting the Civil Warrenders to the total-Conversion reac- thanks to Xavier's new in-house
computer system.
tion.
Now, Computer Gamesterism has
Wait a minute!! The third
torpedo-it's going to miss!!! How been with us ever since the CRT tercould this be? Then the dynamic minals went in-but the pasttime
Captain remembers-he remembers that was once a well-kept secret is in
an infinitesimal slip of the fingers danger of spreading to all corners of
during programming, a slip which the Xavier community, now that
must have entered incorrect co- X. U. 's academic computer
ordinates into the top's proto- operations have been removed from
. guidance system. Now the missile is a timesharing system and bestowed
; far ·beyond the Klingon-racing on a new electronic brain housed
down the gravity well of a red giant. right here on our fair campus. With a
In· seconds, a star billions of miles current roster of twenty-f~ur games
across will . splatter its guts all over and demonstration prl,)grams,
Xavier's PDP II 145 has a greater
space ...
""S,TAR DESTROYED. THE IN- capacity to ruin a . Computer
TERPLANETARY ECOLOGY Gamester's life than ever before.
Once you know what to look for,
SOCIETY ISN'T GOING TO LIKE
THIS ENTERPRISE DAM- you may be surprised how many of
these. peculiar individuals you enAGED.
What's going on here? A rerun on counter in your daily grind.
Channel 19? A shooting session in Messaroundis Honeywellis is easily
Pan-mount's Studio· 9? An inter- identified: his back is arched from
office memo from Gene hunching over keyboards all day. his
eyes are glassy from too much conROddenberry'!
Naw. it's just a bleary-eyed centration upon the readout screen.
Muskie playing STAR TREK on and months· of incessant buttonpushing have worn away his finger.~_lJvis:r) new ·Digital Equipment
Tllurlday. Seplemller 25. 11171

prints.
At this point, your study of this
vaguely disquieting subgroup must
end, unless you're ready to visit the
Computer Gamester in his natural
habitat-Xavier's Academic Computer Laboratory, tucked away in a
few dank ch.ambers in the third floor
of Schmidt Hall. There, at a facility
designed to give registered Xavier
students, X. U. faculty, and selected
high-school and even grade-school
students access to the awesome
capacities of a quality computer
system, Dr. Richard O'Neill and his
staff first instituted the use of com-·
puter games, says Acad·emic
Programmer Bob Carroll, as part of
an effort to make students comfortable wit~ the computer.
The effort succeeded. Many
students are comfortable with the
computer. And some-the die-hard,
no-cure-in-sight Me.ssaroundis
Honeywellis crowd-have fallen in
love with it.
Bob, who when not programming
computers relaxes as a Xavier undergraduate, tells the News that the
real origins of computer gaming
have been lost in the mists of history.
The first common computer gaine
was called "NIM," and was very easy
to program-Xavier's computer
does not carry NJM on its memory
discs. Today, Muskie gamesters can
choose simple exercises like COMPUTER GUESSES YOUR
ANIMAL and H_UNT THE WUMPUS; more interesting sill,lulations
of card games, craps. and even golf;
character-building pasttimes like.
Russian roulette: or highly complicated programs like QUBIC5. ·a
three-dimensional tick-tack-toe-or
even a Civil War simulation so
sophisticated that an encyclopedic
knowledge of American history is required for any hope of victory.
Then there's STAR TREK.
STAR TREK-where no man has
gone before-except the Computer
Gamesters who· go there regularly ·

H~l.

"

The basic STAR TREK used here,
and never come back. A fast-moving
simulation condensing the in- Version 5 ("STARS"), gives the
tricacies of battle in space onto a TV operator almost twenty command
screen, STAR TREK has attracted a options, showing orders, questions,
following-true gentlemen sensor probes, sky maps, and
sportsmen of this electronic age who ballistics information in an
devote large portions of their ever- endlessly-crawling display. Its major
dwindling lifespans to the challenge disadvantage is that ~y the time
of destroying forty-one Klingons in you've given eight or nine comthirty star dates with nine star bases. mands, you find that your space map
The first STAR TREK program, has "crawled" right off the top of the
screen. Then you have to stop in the
codenamed
SPACEWAR
("SPCWR"), was designed by Mike . middle of a battle and call up a new .
map while the Klingm1s play turkeyMayfield
of
Centerline
Engineering-at least, so says the shoot ... or try to navigate around
nearby stars from memory.
authoritative Hewlett-Packard
The most popular STAR TREK
program catalogue. Bob Carroll
program solves this problem by
believes that the name of the real inkeeping the space map, sensor
ventor may have been lost in the
probes, stardates, and damagemists of time, however .
control readouts on-screen at all
Since then, STAR TREK has
been revised, reformed, redesigned,
times-at the price of sacrificing the
and hacked to bits by every . "ship's computer" command op-

The excitement of a Klingon battle often becomes too much for the
dedicated computer Trekster.
programmer who could get near it. tions. Coded 580STR. the new
There's a t~letype STAR TREK. at program was designed by Phil
least six visual editions. even a Albers. a Xavier staffer. and is thus
"screenplay'' program that presents far . exclusive to Xavier. Most
the battle as bridge dialogu~ students consider the small loss in
automatically inserting the command flexibilitv worth the addoperator's name for Captain Kirk's. .ed convenience of stationary display,
Xavier has three STAR however. since 580STR outdraws
TREKS- a teletype program and the STARS program by four or five
two visual programs that outstrip all to one.
The actual conduct of the game
the other games put together for
Open to page 8
popularity.
Page 7

New
from page 1
th·~ responsibility for the
maintenance of common areas and
the opportunities to relate to each
other on a significant level of
thought.
The specific programs thus far
·have included a modified fall orientation and new color schemes in the
corridors of Brockman. The old twotone green and red walls are being
painted over with bright colors and
"super-graphics"-line designs
(curves. suns, rainbows.· etc.)-to
help towards "the creation of a comfortable atmosphere." But the real
focus is on interpersonal
communication-regular. lengthy
talk sessions in an informal setting.
Each Brockman wing will have a
meeting room, and a lounge and
games room are planned in the basement south wing.
Most activities are coed; the
Brockman painting, for example.
and most planned activities will be
coed: group discussions, cookouts,
dances, wing parties, and cultural
events. Commuters won't be
neglected: a night at Tucker's, a
weekend (free) in Brockman and
Kuhlman. Student-faculty dinners
are also projected. A widespread
schedule of guest speakers and panels concerning current problems is
being planned, as are thoughtprovoking movies, and small group
readings of whatever 'the participants like. Hulefeld also would
like to start informal meditation
sessions, wing Masses. all-night talk
sessions, and weekends at Milford
Farm.
Hulefeld swnmarized his intent
several times in an interview: ..... help
freshmen relate to each
other... create a common intellectual
excitement, not just for- the self, but
for the group ... create different.
media for expression."· He sees four
areas of integration that need work:
freshmen students and up-

perc:lassmen, · dormies and com- of this and current inflation. coupled
muterS, men and women. and whites with a seven percent salary increase
for faculty and staff. the '75-'76 fiscal
and blacks.
Hulefeld emphasized the need for year can be considered a critical year
outside input. upperclassmen and financially. ''But, if all the present
commuteB are encouraged :to help conditions hold," Beumer said, ''We
out with ideas and presence. He may be able to wipe out "the remainbelieves that nothing hdps new- ing deficit in the present fiscal year:"
comers as much as the friendship of
their elders and an atmosphere of
concern. freedom. informality, and
tolerance.
previous years. college enrollment is
up across the country.
·
The second reason given for increase has been the consolidation of
excellent cooperation and efficiency the Admissions and Recruiting ofin conserving spending. The Budget fices into one department, begun last·
Committee reviews each univeBity year under Fr. Buschmann.
program individually and "reduces
Looking towards the future, Mr.
budgets while at the same time
Durand
expressed his "hope to have
attempting to maintain all essena co-ordinated, efficient marketing
tials" Beumer said.
The budget for '76-'77 is currently program~ one which utilizes all ttie
in preparation and, according resources which Xavier has to offer."
to Beumer, this gives the committee Communication is the important
sufficient time to analyze problems part of that program toM r. Durand.
and set goals. The present fiscal year " ... communicating what we have
began with approximately a $50,000 here to the 'outside' and finding out
deficit, but Beumer is confident of an what is wanted by the 'outside'."
Durand concluded that" although
improved financial situation at the
start of the next year. Nonetheless, it it may sound hokey," he is "comis difficult to predict how the Xavier . mitted to spreadmg 'the good news
budget will turn out because 60% of · of Xavier.'"
the budget is always earmarked for
staff and .faculty salaries and the
remaining 40% is all the committee
has to work with in conserving costs.
Although the establishment of the itself is too involved to recount here,
flat tuition rate has helped to but interested· students who . don't
somewhat alleviate the budget· mind the risk of life-long addiction
burden, Fr. Mulligan quickly will find complete instructions for
pointed out that tuition covers only playing the game available at the
65% of operating expenses. In view Academic Computer Lab. If _your

Enrollment
from page 1

·Critical
from page 1

Open
from page 7

tastes run to skill games. you might
well find. STAR TREK more rewar. ding th!ln pinball. deeper than. TV
tennis. and more compelling than
Monopoly. Witness the reactions of
several typical · Messuroundis
· honeywel/istypes found at the ter·
minals on a typical weekday evening:
"It's better than pinball, and it's
free," gloats Edward Hackett.
savagely consigning a sectorful of
Klingons to fiery oblivion.
Mike Condon looked from. his
screen to this reporter, said, "No pictures? Aww," and looked back to his
screen. A News photographer was
immediately dispatched.
Bob Donovan finds deep
metaphysical significance in STAR
TREK. remarking with scholarly
abandon that "Man's search for the
stars is really important."
''So is destroying Klingons," piped
in Eugene Diehl, who was actually
doing mathematics work at the time.
and wants that fact known.
Mr. Diehl's desire helps to point
out one important fact that Computer Gamesters occasionally find
inconvenient: with 126 legtimate
programs stored in the II I 45's
banks, from time to time the
Academic Computer Laboratory attracts somebody who wants to do
serious work. And if all the terminals
are taken, the poor disadvantaged
games player has to hit the bricks.
Even the most devoted computer
Trekkie learns to tolerate that after a
while. After all, there are always
reruns on Channel 19.
Armn Phlynne

Brahms
from page_3
striking found in. the role of the
soloist and the orchestra. Neither is
allowed the floor. but both provide
ample display. There is an absence of
long solo cadenzas typical of most
··
concertos.
The "simple andante" is one of the
most moving creations Brahms-ever
wrote. Peter Wiley, tl!e CSO's cellist,
deserved (and received) due credut
for his solo role in the third movement. He capably set the sonorous
tone· of this movement which enable
the necessary contrast to be made
between the "thunderous trills" of
the first movement.
Next week, Maestro Schippers
will conduct Franco Gulli, violinist,
and Enrica Cavallo, pianist in
Mendelssohn'sConcerto in D Minor
for Violin, ·Piano and String
Orchestra. Also on 'the program is a
traditional favorite, Mozart's
Symphony No. 40 in G Minor.
-Dick Madrid

Boot
from page 5
Against Walsh College last Saturthe M uskies failed to score again
as they went down to a 3-0 defeat at
Corcoran Field. The Muskies next
challenge is a home game on Saturday; September. 27, at 2:00 p.m. ·
against Wilmington College. See
you at the game! Support .Xavier
Soccer!
~ay

TRIVIA QUIZ
ANSWERS
I. B). Steve Carlton (240, Phillies)
2. C) Jon Matlack (7, Mets)
3. B) Willie Stargell (6 for 15, .400,
Pirates)
4.· A) Braves with Buzz Capra (2.28)
and Phil Niekro (2.38)
5. A) Bobby Darwin (25)
6." D) Mets (43)
·
7. B) Don Wilson vs. the Reds
8. A) Don Money (283)
9. D) Bill Madlock (316)
10. C) Greg Gross

The Beck P81• is a free classified section
available to stut.ents; faculty. and staff of Xavier
Un1vers1ty Ads should not exceed twentyworas
and must be submitted 1n wntmg at the University Center lnformahon Desk c10 Thll B•ck P119e
no later than the Sunday precedtng pubhcat1on.
Sorry. no acJ Will be repeated unless resubmitted.

To: the F '5 74-'75 Mme. Cui\ier says "Bonjour" Ha.
Ha! From: the F'4 7~-76.
Sealed: Aby,.inian tomcat of good character. for
younB Aby,.inian female of BCnteel backBround. Pick
of the Jitter. Memphis 861-4191. Alley cat< need not
apply.

·-

Four free kittens for aood hume. Conlilct Pam - 745·
3322.
..\nention: Onion Soup Ciratinee a Ia jare St. LaJarre -tre\ hien!!
For Sale: Calcumatic Jt70: ha\ ba!tiC function\, plu\
~uared. 'lQUareroot. reciprocal. memory. percentage.
and exchanae runction\, autofJlatic con\tant. AC adaptor jack. Call John at 745·322()
.'Alar\·. The Hotel Uelambre '' not the 'arne ~AIIhout

you.· So.

Jt)

<a~Aalt\ yr1ur return .. ~hnellc

From a pa,,ing ohv!ner ttJ the re~rdent\ of H.w,m t.ll
Kuhlman. Your ronm "leamng

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!
Many, many selections in·. this special purchase. C-lassics included!
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

BOOK STORE
. UNIVERSITY CENTER
Sept 26th to October lOth

Hn,. ahnut tom@ht . .Iuiie'!

Hand,nme \lohltt male. rrmt fetJ,hl\t.
feti\hl\t. f·ar -.r,men '"'-elcnme

~ek'

female frmt
.

,.,,,m ~ ... eel 'to 'a\ty. ~ccn the rc\C"'''' latcl~''
VrJiaflle . .,.lfi,t,fru:. ;re\thetlc. dt,mc.ce \t:dcrng aurae·
II\· e. \UCC.t:\,ful hu\rne\\m<sn fr1r meanrn~ful. fun-fllh:d

DON'T Miss· THIS SALE!!
..
.

relaw,n...hrp
Sh~~n. ~r,ur fa\LI\~ ' ' \lioiUtlng fm :-nu

\fake ltJ'.t "''' .... <sr

Cftl

r hrc: ....,:trm. '"'Ill:· r ftJl': r

r,r<snrJht

,,rJc,•,urte~n.

, .. IJ

1f,. ''""n lul!ur:.
;,p;trtrncnr m ,,,,•..,,,,,,J. ,,Jier...c.tmfJdcnll<slrJ,\crw,n '''
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Get your favorites at Bi Discounts!

